
How We Become What We 

Think About All Day Long

Dr. Fahey’s Mind MAP



OPENING CLASS QUESTIONS

Write your NAME/DATE on a piece of paper

1. Predict what take-a-ways you will earn 

for these sessions

2. What are you most proud of yourself for 

doing this week? 

3. Is there anything you want to tell me?



I DID IT!
09/19/2010

Last Class was to 

write a book

X
X

X



Goals

• The only difference between those in, and those out 

of mental institutions is that those in have – no 

goals. 

Short-Range/Long Range Goals

• What are your mental goals (Education, Attitudes, 

Self-Improvement (3-minutes)

• Physical (Health, Exercise, Lifestyle, Look

• Social (Relationships with friends, others)

• Financial (Salary, Spending habits, IRAs)

• Spiritual (Awareness, Faith, Hope, Love)

• Family (Relationship to others)

ROMANCE > HEALTH > 

MONEY > RECOGNITION 



Conscious Mind

• Reasoning part of your mind

• Has you personally acting out on its 

conclusions – selects jobs you do

• Really does not remember anything, 

and its function is to make as much 

“common sense” as possible

Conscious



Conscious Mind

• Voluntary Nervous System 

Conscious



Conscious Mind

Voluntary Nervous System 

Conscious

Subconscious

Remembers

Everything

with Emotions

Connected

To All Life

Experiences
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ENCODING YOUR IMAGINATION 

The part of your mind that plays the 

greatest role in achieving the things you 

want from life is that part of your mind that 

imagines. It is a strange fact, in view of 

this, that this part of your mind is the one 

that is developed and controlled the least. 

You spend years developing the part of 

your mind that stores knowledge, reasons, 

analyzes, judges, memorizes, and learns 

but almost no time in developing the 

immense power of your imagination. Here 

are some interesting facts about this 

enormous personal power and the benefits 

you will receive by tapping its potential.



ENCODING YOUR IMAGINATION 

Fact No. 1: Your imagination affects 

your emotions. Scientists have 

discovered there is a kind of “hot line” 

running from the part of the mind that 

imagines to the part of the mind that 

controls your emotions. This explains 

why you can imagine yourself in a 

frightening situation and get emotionally 

upset. It is simply because your 

imagination is sending pictures directly 

to your emotional control center which, 

in turn, affects the feelings and 

functions of the body.



ENCODING YOUR IMAGINATION 

Fact No. 2: Your imagination is more apt to 

act destructively rather than constructively 

unless managed by you. All your problems 

in  living are rooted in your imagination. It 

is the imagination acting negatively that 

becomes congested by fear, doubt, worry, and 

makes you feel inferior, unhappy, and 

depressed. It even keeps you from having a 

good relationship with others and is the 

breeding place for jealousy, envy, suspicion 

and hate. Letting your imagination run wild 

can be one of the most destructive forces in 

your life.



ENCODING YOUR IMAGINATION 

Fact No. 3: The untapped power of 

your imagination is almost unlimited. 

Psychologists say that, at the very 

most, people use only 10 percent to 20 

percent of their mental potential. They 

must certainly be referring to the                 

imagination. Your imagination is a rich 

source of ideas, mental pictures, and 

dormant forces that you can use to 

develop your life into abundance and 

happiness.



ENCODING YOUR IMAGINATION 

Fact No. 4: The imagination has four 

different parts. The imagination has 

these four different “compartments” or 

abilities:

The CREATIVE imagination. The 

creative imagination is that part of the 

mind that generates ideas. An 

individual’s progress is the result of the 

creative imagination. All that has been 

achieved stated first as an unseen 

spark in the creative imagination.



ENCODING YOUR IMAGINATION 

The CREATIVE imagination. 

The use of this part of your mind can be a 

dynamic force in your personal progress, 

growth and success. 

It... 

• can solve personal, people, and career 

problems

• can combat worry and negative imagination

• achieves self-realization and satisfaction 

from simply generating creative thoughts

• can develop ideas, intuitions, and insights 

that will help you achieve greater success



ENCODING YOUR IMAGINATION 

2. The ANTICIPATIVE imagination. 

This is the mind's ability to look ahead, 

plan, forecast,  and anticipate. In its 

highest form it is known  as “creative 

expectancy” acknowledged by  Aristotle 

with his words, “What you expect, that 

you shall find.” A leading university 

agreed when it conducted a study that 

indicated that people succeed because 

they expect to succeed and fail 

because they expect to fail.



ENCODING YOUR IMAGINATION 

3. The VISUAL imagination. This part of 

the mind pictures, reconstructs, puts 

things together from descriptions. One 

of its most important functions is to mold 

a picture of you, the way you picture 

yourself, and the way you imagine you 

look to others.

It is the “self-image” or “self-concept” 

that shapes your personality, that 

“programs” your dress, appearance, 

mannerisms, and feelings about 

yourself.



ENCODING YOUR IMAGINATION 

4. The VICARIOUS imagination. This is 

the -Golden Rule - of the mind. It is this 

part of the imagination that enables you 

to put yourself in the place of others to 

“feel” for them. The use of this 

imaginative ability is the key to 

development of persuasive and human 

relations skills.

How you use the “vicarious imagination” 

determines the way you will relate to 

others.



Subconscious

IMAGINATION

SYMPATHETIC

NERVOUS 

SYSTEM

Stress/Tension

Worry/Anxiety

PARA SYMPATHETIC

NERVOUS SYSTEM

Goes into effect when 

you are relaxed

LINKS TO THE HARD DRIVE 

OF YOUR LIFE EXPERIENCES 



Have a drink and . . .

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://profy.com/wp-content/blogs.dir/1/images/triston/spilled%20drugs.jpg&imgrefurl=http://profy.com/2008/05/29/onlinepharmacies/&usg=__h87bYVi5GiICkX8FpSF96yozwLU=&h=320&w=400&sz=17&hl=en&start=15&sig2=zK5Po2vjnx_na1KxTFZssg&itbs=1&tbnid=d_H_rvoctwbERM:&tbnh=99&tbnw=124&prev=/images?q=drugs&hl=en&gbv=2&tbs=isch:1&ei=3FJKTNvSDYT78Aa56bQy


“We become what 

we think about!”

- Get Organized

Use calendar/organizer

- Rehearse (visualize)

see yourself successful

- Do It Now/no regrets

Procrastination feeds stress

- Know Your Limits

be realistic - quality counts



ACTION #1: Each night for seven consecutive nights when in 

bed and ready for sleep, get into your favorite position, or in 

position you find most comfortable for sleeping and repeat 

twenty times (20) times the statement: 

“POSITIVE THOUGHTS WILL BRING ME THE 

GOALS I  DESIRE.

EVERY DAY IN EVERY WAY MY VIVALIZE 

BUSINESS IS STEADILY INCREASING MORE 

AND MORE.”

Say it to yourself using your lips to form the words. To 

keep count, use the fingers of each hand right to left 

alternately. Do not allow yourself to fall asleep until all 

20 repetitions have been completed. At the end, you 

may fall asleep.



I WILL PLACE IN THE CHAT BOX <<<<

OR >> at least LISTEN to the Book: Link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=za36b_RXry8

ALSO, IF YOU GET A CHANCE >> > 

LEARN MORE ABOUT PSYCHO-CYBERNETICS

1. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUYuS7mPGFU&list=PLD757F6F4E55C31DF

2. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KYlJV32A_20&list=PLD757F6F4E55C31DF

3. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfVWWX2s7KE&list=PLD757F6F4E55C31DF

4. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ea46z4YTPV0&list=PLD757F6F4E55C31DF

5. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ngnwvi5JpNc&list=PLD757F6F4E55C31DF

6. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXgUL1bGbZI&list=PLD757F6F4E55C31DF

Positive Mind 

Dynamics

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=za36b_RXry8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUYuS7mPGFU&list=PLD757F6F4E55C31DF
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KYlJV32A_20&list=PLD757F6F4E55C31DF
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfVWWX2s7KE&list=PLD757F6F4E55C31DF
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ea46z4YTPV0&list=PLD757F6F4E55C31DF
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ngnwvi5JpNc&list=PLD757F6F4E55C31DF
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXgUL1bGbZI&list=PLD757F6F4E55C31DF






ENCODING YOUR IMAGINATION 
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